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Abstract
The diffusion of renewable sources of energy has been increased because they reduce the environmental influence and meet the increase
in demand of energy. The key feature of the renewable source of energy is their changeability and irregularity. These draw backs are
overcome by combining the non-conventional sources through storage and back up. However the incorporation of renewable sources of
energy makes the system more complex in respect of energy sharing, control and analysis. The main objectives of energy management
configuration are to ensure the maximum exploitation of renewable sources, continues power supply to the load, lessen the rate of energy
production and increase the steadiness of the system. To accomplish these purposes efficient and fast control techniques are required
which are proficient of handling information perceptively and captivating acute decisions vigorously inside the operative limitations.
This paper presents an explicit review of energy management approaches currently existing and those now in research for the smooth
process of hybrid system with renewable sources.
Keywords: Fuzzy, HOMER, linear programming, neural network.

1. Introduction
The ideal energy consumption to the extreme degree is possible by
effective energy monitoring. And it includes operation and scheduling of energy making and consumption. The minimum social
benefits and maximum social benefits are achieved by energy
monitoring system. The chief goal of energy controlling is to produce a appropriate set of operation points for renewable sources of
energy in such a manner that cost effectively optimized power
dispatch is maintained to satisfy a certain level of demand .The
objective and application of an energy control system are energy
usage analysis, energy cost allocation, electrical distribution benefit management and demand response. The conservative methodologies for controlling hybrid power systems, like PI controller are
slow, instable and not applicable for the system by change in
weather conditions. This directed to the advancement of more
intelligent techniques which are potential of handling all the dynamic changes. This paper analyses the energy management
schemes used in renewable power systems, special attention towards the isolated hybrid renewable sources of energy and systems connected with the grid is attempted.
Number of energy monitoring approaches are
proposed and described in the works proposed such as AI techniques, Fuzzy logic, optimal control approaches and model based
predictive controllers. S.M.Zaharee, M.Khalaji Assadi and
R.Saidur [1], appraised different optimization methods using artificial intelligence in hybrid energy arrangements, like genetic
algorithms, simulated annealing also particle swarm optimization.
Erdinc O and Uzunoglu M [2], interpreted various approaches for
Optimum Scheme of hybrid system with renewable sources of
energy. Wang and Nehrir [3], projected a “strategy for the energy

observation in hybrid system containing wind, photovoltaic and
FC which linked by ac load. Ahmed et al. [4], deliberated power
fluctuation in photovoltaic, wind and FC through power strategic
management. R. Carapellucci, L. Giordano [5], established generation of energy in island mode considering non-conventional
systems along with backup. Sanjit Kumar Kaper and Niraj Kumar
Choudhary [6], presented an “extensive assessment of power
management, stability concerns for micro grid and addressed the
prominent issues of power management”. Upadhyay S, Sharma
MP [7], appraised the methodologies used for sizing and monitoring in an energy system with renewable arrangement.

2. Hybrid Energy System
Hybrid renewable systems help to mend power quality and increase system reliability. The need of integrating different renewable sources of energy deploying appropriate power management
stratagem is required because of certain challenges comprises
erratically fluctuating renewable sources of energy like wind
speed, solar radiation partial period of energy storing devices and
high initial installation cost, which causes the fluctuations in
source and load power The hybrid system shown in the fig. 1 consists PV, wind generator, fuel cell, electrolyzer and battery. The
photovoltaic system supplies the load, when load demand decreases the superfluous energy is consumed by the electrolyzer. The
process of is carried out in electrolyzer where the water gets splits
into O2 and Hydrogen. The fuel cell input is obtained through the
stored hydrogen. The battery uses the additional energy.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of Hybrid energy system

Despite the benefits of hybrid system, some drawbacks which are
serious mean to be overcome for the satisfactory operation. These
include stability issue when abrupt variation of load or unexpected
transformation of output power from a source occurs, reliability of
power from weather dependent power sources are used, suitable
load distribution between the sources to ensure the efficient operation and when batteries utilized for storage purpose they further
increases the maintenance cost. Hybrid systems with integrated
sources are designed in different possible configurations. Dc bus
with central control arrangement and AC bus with central control
approach are the two types of series hybrid system. In dc-bus with
central control, the dc bus is connected with the non-traditional
sources of energy , batteries and loads. In ac-bus with central control, the ac bus is connected by sources, batteries and loads. The
major constraint of system is to synchronize the source frequency
and voltage magnitude with the inverter parameters.

3. Energy Management Strategies
3.1. Conventional Control Strategies:
The hybrid energy by renewable system necessitates special energy monitoring approaches for minimizing operating cost and efficiency improvement. There are few stereotype techniques depending on linear programming and PI controllers which are prominent
for effectively operate the hybrid renewable systems. M.Vaccari et
al. [8] developed an optimization scheme with regard to Linear
Programming with sequential (SLP) algorithm for common hybrid
energy by renewable system. The proposed method lessens the
running costs by generating an operating plan over a specified
time horizon of the set points of each device.
A hybrid power with regenerative capability containing a photovoltaic and wind power, employing grid-tie system and UPS is
proposed in [9] for significant loads. A power balance manage
plan is proposed, which utilizes the power which is regenerated in
a more effective way and ensures the continuous power supply for
the load. Morias H et al. [10] presented the best possible process
of wind energy, solar system, FC and battery using linear programming employing mixed integer method .E. Dursun and O.
Kilic [11] evaluated the isolated hybrid system under special strategies of power control; the system employed by photovoltaic,
wind and fuel cell. The primary supply source is given by photovoltaic and wind sources. The backup source is offered by fuel cell.
The continuous energy flow is achieved through the utilization of
the FC. The required power of the load is divided between primary
sources and the power management strategy maintains the battery
SOC. The electrolyzer is run by the surplus power generated, this
happens when the power generated is extra than the demand and
the battery SOC is within limits. However, when the power required is high, the FC supplies the load and also charges the battery. Gupta A et al [12] developed a model under steady state in a
hybrid system referring to a bio gas, photo voltaic system, a biomass, mini hydro and a diesel generator. The linear programming
method is used for the calculation of ideal sizing for the system
and implements the optimal dispatch policy. P.L. Zervas et al. [13]
presented an optimal control model for system with hybrid generation of power containing solar cells and FC. P. Thounthong et al
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[14] explained “The energy supervision of FC, PV array and super
capacitor producing hybrid generation of power. Ipsakis et al. [15]
elucidated how the change in the size of the hysteresis band affects the operation of the power generated by hybrid sources controlling scheme and evaluated two power management methods
performance that utilize the hysteresis band in hybrid arrangement,
which contains wind generation, photo voltaic and hydrogen. hang
et al. [16] introduced “ an energy monitoring strategy acting on
power flow control for off-grid systems”, with the mean of keeping the charge state (SOC) of the batteries inside a definite range
and evading over-discharge, over-charge and limiting the changeover between charge and discharge through power constraints of
loads and primary sources.
Diego Feroldi et al [17] developed favorable sizing method by the
application of genetic algorithm which showed the improvement
in sizing of a system with hybrid nature. In this power generated
through wind turbine, solar and bio ethanol are considered. The
supply to the FC is given by hydrogen which is generated by the
bio ethanol. BenoîtRobyns et al [18] described various methodologies for regulation of hybrid energy sources based on backup
system.
Liao and Ruan [19] proposed a Power managing scheme for a
separate PV array and battery power system. The energy under
steady state is supplied by the PV system and the dynamic energy
is by the battery. Based upon the weather conditions and SOC of
the battery the dc-dc power electronic device is controlled in bidirectional mode. The energy monitoring strategy ensures high efficiency and smooth operation of the system under steady state and
dynamic conditions. Dahmane et al. [20] presented “An algorithm
for the energy monitoring of a isolated hybrid system comprising
PV array, wind source, diesel generator, and battery storage”. The
PV array is operated in first priority mode and supplies the energy
to the load. If it fails to operate due to weather conditions then the
wind source operates at second priority. If both PV and wind unable to supply then the diesel energy will supplies the load. Bhakta
et al. [21] used HOMER for the optimum performance and proper
sizing and executed the financially viable investigation of a
PV/wind hybrid system including a storage bank. Sen and
Bhattacharyya [22], proposed an optimization control for a isolated system with hybrid method by using HOMER.

3.2. Advanced Control Strategies:
The conventional techniques like linear PI controllers are adopted
for solving number of issues. Still in some special conditions like
energy by renewable forecasting, storage forecasting and demand
forecasting the results are unsatisfactory. Hence the traditional
techniques are to be replaced with intelligent techniques.
In current period, number of studies has been proposed on contemporary techniques like genetic algorithm (GA), differential
evolution (DE), neural network, fuzzy system, and neuro-fuzzy.
Abedi et al. [23] developed an optimum power managing strategy
of integrated renewable system comprising of various energy
sources and storage systems. The proposed technique is assessed
on a system with most largely used sources including wind source,
PV source, FC, electrolyzers, tanks with hydrogen, diesel generators and batteries,. The chief aim of the paper accounts for optimization the power management which reduces the running cost and
satisfies the load demand. The demand of the load is supplied by
the sources PV source and wind source, the surplus energy is used
for charging of the storage system. A differential evolution algorithm utilizing fuzzy system was developed for the optimization
nonlinear multi objective system. Barley and Winn [24] presented
predictive energy monitoring strategy by assessing the prospect
load and supply states in an isolated wind power/diesel power/battery hybrid power system. A comparative analysis is made
between non predicted management strategies and modeled energy monitoring strategy which showed that the developed method
is cost effective method in the hybrid system. An online energy
managing approach for the operation in real time of micro grid is
developed by Wenbo Shi et.al [25]. The online energy monitoring
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is derived from the lyapunov optimization and implemented in a
real micro grid system.
Mehdi Dali et al. [26] proposed an optimal control energy managing methodology in a hybrid system including PV array, wind
power and batteries. An estimated and investigational validation is
performed for the hybrid system. The system behavior in dynamic
conditions is analyzed by the projected model and the control
strategies showed the effective energy monitoring strategy. Zoubir
Roumila et al. [27] developed an advanced control with supervisory attribute depending on fuzzy system for a hybrid power generation which includes Wind sources, Photovoltaic system, and Diesel generateon with battery storage. On account of weather conditions the operating processes of the hybrid system is studied.
Kwi-SeongJeong, Won-Yong Lee and Chang-Soo Kim [28] enlighten different power managing strategies utilizing fuzzy logic
for a fuel cell system and storage by battery hybrid system. Mehdi
Hosseinzade and Farzad Rajaei Salmasi [29], presented the effectively management of power in standalone micro grid with
AC/DC buses by the adoption of fuzzy system and bank of batteries. Baziar A, Kavousi Fard A [30] developed an advanced algorithm which depends on PSO. The uncertainties such as errors in
forecasting of the load , changes in grid, PV array and wind power
intermittent generation are considered and the adaptive optimized
algorithm made operation satisfactorily for the hybrid system.
Feroldi et al. [31] proposed a management scheme for hybrid isolated system which is composed of wind source, solar cell, and
bioethanol power sources. The FC is supplied by hydrogen which
is from the bioethanol reformer. During the intermittency in the
power generation from PV and wind the load demand is met by
the fuel cell. An energy monitoring strategy is developed accounting by the significances and constraints making an optimal power
balance between load power and power available. A.Tabanjat et al.
[32] developed an artificial intelligent approach for the operation
of a hybrid system generating power. The AI controllers ensure
the efficient and optimized operation in a system with hybrid generation of power. The Hybrid power system comprises wind
sources and PV system as chief energy by renewable sources and
the backup is attained by the FC and gas micro–turbine .The storage system integrated to conquer the undesirable effects due to
weather conditions.
Bruni et al. [33] developed a predictive controller method for the
examination of power managing which depends on the weather
forecasts. The system comprises PV system, Fuel cell and battery.
The control strategy ensures the minimization of the operating
cost and improves the operating conditions .Basir Khan et al. [34]
proposed distributed energy monitoring system for system generating hybrid power from the sources. The proposed system offers
the control of each energy source and load using multi agent system. Brka et al. [35] designed a laboratory-scale system and presented a predictive controlled energy management strategy.
Upadhyay and Sharma [36] described “Three different energy
monitoring strategies defined as cycle charging, peak shaving, and
load following”. Diversified optimization techniques are applied
for sizing of the hybrid system. The efficient computational capability, intelligent technique and adaptive property made neural
networks as the most frequently used technique .The neural network is emerging as the effective control technique adopted in
hybrid system supervision and control [37]. Behnke et. al. [38]
presented an energy monitoring strategy based on neural networks
for a hybrid system including PV, wind, diesel, and a battery. An
effective control strategy was developed for the constraints for
each source unit, mode of operation and load demand at consumer
side. The proposed system minimized the price for operation and
also meets the load demand. Azmy and Erlich [39] presented an
energy managing strategy depending on artificial neural network
approach for effective performance of integrated system. The
proposed approach showed the fast and effective control of the
power which reduced the operating cost. Hatti and Tioursi [40]
developed an advanced model using neural network and proved
that the model provided effective control and stable operation. YuKai Chen et al [41] designed an energy monitoring strategy in a
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DC micro grid depending on fuzzy system which improves the
battery life. O Erdinc. et. al [42] proposed an energy monitoring
strategy based on fuzzy system and wavelet application, where the
fuzzy system controls the power and wavelet was used for the
examination of signals

4. Energy Flow Management Control
In integrated energy by renewable sources, to ensure continuous
power supply to the load energy flow management is essential.
The incorporation of non-conventional sources of energy leads to
stability problems and power quality issues which are very serious.
Therefore, it is necessary to manage the system optimally to conquer the difficulties caused by them. Normally the control techniques used in integrated energy by renewable sources for power
flow management is classified into three categories; centralized
control arrangement, distributed control arrangement, and hybrid
centralized and distributed control arrangement.

4.1. Centralized Control Arrangement:
In the control arrangement central approach, for each renewable
power source there will be a slave controller and all the slave controllers are associated with a master controller, it coordinates with
all renewable power resources and slave controllers as depicted in
fig.2. The master controller monitors the flow of energy among
the load and the energy sources depending upon the given reference values and boundaries. The master controller acts as an energy controller. Depending on the signals obtained, set objectives
and limitations it generates the control signals. In view of the
available main and back up sources and in coordination with the
demand of the load which optimizes the flow of energy.

Fig.2: Centralized control arrangement

Valenciaga et al. [43] developed “Master control for PV– wind–
battery integrated system”. The controllers keep up the load demand and also maintain the charge state of the battery which improves the battery life. Zaheeruddin and MunishManas [44] presented an efficient energy monitoring strategy using a central controller in an integrated renewable source comprising of wind
source, solar cell, biogas and battery. In view of the demand of the
load and generation from the sources the decisions were taken by
the central controller to establish the efficient energy monitoring
system.
The centralized control structure is most useful in integrated systems when the objectives are multiple and needs a common most
favorable solution, but it suffers from some drawbacks like longer
computation time and reliability.

4.2. Distributed Control Arrangement:
In the control arrangement with distributed approach, the control
signals are sent to local controllers as depicted in Fig. 3. The local
controllers communicate with each other to take appropriate decision for a given control law. The control arrangement with distributed approach improves the reliability as it overcomes the problem
of single point failure [45].
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Fig.3: Distributed control arrangement

However, the distribution control structure suffers from complexity in communication amongst local controllers. These issues are
solved by applying artificial algorithms like fuzzy techniques,
artificial intelligence techniques, genetic algorithm and their
mixed combination. A system with multi agent is widely used and
it is the most appropriate approach for the integrated energy by
renewable source.

4.3. Hybrid Centralized and Distributed Control Arrangement
Centralized and distributed control schemes are combined to form
a Hybrid control arrangement. In hybrid control scheme, non conventional energy sources are employed with in hybrid system [46,
47]. The centralized arrangement is performed within each group
and control arrangement with distributed approach synchronizes
individual groups. Hybrid control method condenses the computation problem on master controller and also decrease single point
breakdown problems by application of local controllers. Numbers
of papers are detailed in literature which explained control strategies in power flow management in integration of energy by renewable systems. Torreglosa et al. [48] presented “Hierarchical
control scheme which includes slave and master control strategy
for hybrid system”. The master controller was used to choose the
energy source depending on the running cost and slave controller
maintained the voltage within limits. Malla et al. [49] controlled
the DC-link voltage by incorporating PWM inverter thus maintains the constant voltage across AC bus. Das et al. [50] regulated
the output power from the sources by using PI/PID controllers
based on the generated power and load demand. The optimization
by the genetic algorithm is shows better performance than automatic generated strategy, improvement occurred in settling time
and deviation of peak transient. Uzunoglu M et al. [51] developed
a “Dynamic model for PV/FC/UC hybrid power generation system”. The load demand is achieved by PV and FC system and if it
is beyond the limit then the UC bank meets the load demand.
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5. Conclusion
Energy management strategies are necessary to achieve highest
system reliability, operation efficiency and reduction of operating
cost in an integrated energy by renewable source .For the design
of hybrid energy by renewable system number of strategies are
available, the available and currently under research strategies are
summarized in this paper. Contemporary status and future potentials in the control of the systems with hybrid power are deliberated. Among the control strategies neural network, fuzzy and neuro
fuzzy based are the promising in the design including system sizing, performance control and power management of hybrid energy
by renewable systems. However more research has to be carried
out for the effective forecasting of the load and intermittency due
to weather conditions. A list of reference papers is added to help
the present researcher in the region of hybrid energy by renewable
system.
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